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Tāwharanui Open Sanctuary is a joint project with Auckland Council. 

Duvaucel’s gecko are doing well at Tāwharanui. They are constantly monitored under the watchful 

eyes of volunteers led by Roger Grove. If you would like to help with this project,  

please contact Roger Grove: 09 422 3459. 

Tāwharanui is home to a large thriving population of Northland brown kiwi.  Every year, volunteers 

monitor and record their calls over four nights to estimate their numbers. Read more on page 5. 



Coming events 
 

Sunday in the Park:  meet at the woolshed at 9.00am (wear sturdy 

shoes/gumboots; bring a bottle of water) BBQ lunch is provided. 

 7 July: public Planting Day  

 4 August: public Planting Day  

 1 September: Work Day (all welcome)  
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   Volunteer Days 

   Tuesdays 9am  The Nursery team meets at the Tāwharanui nursery.  

 If you would like to join this dedicated team, 

        Contact: Ray Blackburn 425 4995.  magsandray@gmail.com 

   Thursdays 9am  A small group of volunteers meet at the Vol Hole for  

 interesting track and maintenance work. 

    Contact: Roger Williams 425 9127.  ropeworth@gmail.com  

  Volunteer checking (to be done in your own time) See page 11. 

Chairperson’s Comments 

Most of the forest vegetation at Tāwharanui  was cleared for farming, including Slip Gully  

which once might have been home to forest giants, massive podocarps and kauri but  

not now. Today the bare slopes have numerous exposed clay slips, giving the area its name.  

Planting this long deep gully with steep walls falling to an amphitheatre at the end, was  

going to be a challenge that was regularly discussed at many meetings over recent years.  

It was a job that required careful planning, determination, coordination, commitment and 

some sheer brute strength. Last season the eastern slope was planted over three sessions  

and volunteers managed amazingly well on the slopes.  

 

This season we are confronted with the amphitheatre and its surrounding walls. On a bitter cold wet Friday,  

a strong team of employees from Fulton Hogan, sponsor of the national Takahē Recovery Programme,  

arrived to set out plants on their planting sites. They along with fit TOSSI volunteers and Rangers performed  

a Herculean task heaving heavy trays of plants down slippery slopes to the lower terraces, returning puffed 

and steaming with empty bread trays, only to make the journey over and over again. It wasn’t long  

before sweat and rain saturated their clothes but they bravely soldiered on. At the bottom of the gully  

others slipped and slid along old sheep tracks laying out plants. Later in the Woolshed the drenched  

workers changed into what dry clothing they had and then sat around in a kind of stunned exhausted  

silence, eating lunch. The day away from their worksites was not quite perhaps what they had expected.  

Fortunately the rain stopped and they were all able to take a walk to see a real takahē in the holding 

pens where Matt tried to flush one out. A startled takahē dashed from ground cover to ground cover,  

obviously a little wary of the human who changes their transmitters and gives them inoculations. The Fulton 

Hogan team were duly impressed with this rare endemic bird that their company sponsors. A very big 

‘thank you’ to them for their help in setting out the plants. 

 

By Sunday, a warm winter sun shone in a cloudless azure blue sky. This brought out volunteers for planting. 

170 arrived, including many children. Soon the base of the amphitheatre was filled with the sound of  

relaxed chatter as planters worked. By midday 5217 trees were in the ground and volunteers enjoyed the  

barbecue lunch at the woolshed.  Thank you to everyone who came and helped make the day such a 

success. Hopefully you will return to plant the next level in the gully, on 7 July. 

 

Occasionally there are small, natural rewards for being volunteers at Tāwharanui . Late one very dark night 

recently in the camp ground, a kiwi was feeding near tall grasses beside a fence only two metres away 

from me. I stood motionless watching it for some minutes. It then plodded over to me and probed around 

my feet, then gently prodded my gumboot three times before it plodded off to feed among grasses by 

the fence, only two metres on the other side of me. After another few minutes feeding it slid through the 

fence and disappeared into the vegetation beyond. I stood wondering if it had really happened and 

then decided it had wanted to say thank you for a good few years of working at the Sanctuary. 

 

May you too have delightful encounters with the natural world at Tāwharanui . 

 

Alison Stanes 
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Open Sanctuary Senior Ranger Update 
 

 

A significant upgrade of the Ecology Trail is underway. Track closures in the Waitakere  

and Hunua Ranges are motivating bush walkers to find new experiences while they’re  

temporarily displaced from their favoured haunts. The Ecology Trail is the premier  

walking track in Tāwharanui Regional Park and our window to the world to showcase  

the open sanctuary and the ever increasing biodiversity values within. It’s also just  

a really nice walk to take, both day and night. 

 

A key motivator for the track upgrade is protecting kauri health. The threat of kauri dieback is unlikely to 

be news to most of you and it remains a significant threat to these key ecosystems. The track winds 

through kauri forest, particularly in the upper section, and to date all kauri remain in good health and  

unaffected by kauri dieback. And we’re highly motivated to keep it that way! 

 

The core principles of kauri safe track design are to avoid soil disturbance, particularly around kauri. The 

rule of thumb for working in proximity to kauri is three times the canopy dripline, so for some of our bigger 

older trees this can be quite some distance from the trunk. Where we work near kauri, the feeder roots of 

the kauri near the surface must be protected by laying down ‘geoweb’ to hold mulch and metal to  

provide drainage, aeration and protection. 

 

What will the final product look like? Completion is intended for late July by which stage you should see  

a track mostly 1.5m wide with occasional wider viewing bays to take in the sights and sounds of the bush. 

The track will be a combination of boardwalk, boxed steps and metaled surfaces. Construction method 

for each section is influenced by topography and kauri presence. The Ecology Trail is one of many track 

upgrades in the Auckland region. Overall, approximately 130km of track will be brought up to kauri  

protection standard over the next three to four years. 

 

There’ll be improved footwear hygiene stations to help wash off any soil from footwear entering or exiting 

the track. Transport of soil is the primary means of spreading the disease between kauri stands.  A really 

important aspect of this disease is that trees will appear asymptomatic (healthy) for a long time after first 

being infected. What this means for visitors to kauri habitat is that the visual state of the trees does not  

necessarily reflect the health or presence of disease. Visitors should always clean footwear when entering 

and exiting kauri habitat. We can all help by encouraging other track users to do the same and accept 

this minor inconvenience as a necessary step to protect these forest giants. 

 

Recently a tieke (saddleback) researcher sent me an interesting observation of a tieke attacking and  

killing a mouse! That’s a substantial prey item to tackle. Asking around sanctuary peers I find that it’s not 

been observed before although tieke have been known to make an attempt on large native prey such  

as wetapunga – carefully, one imagines. Now, just how many more tieke do we need to clean up all the 

mice? 

 

There’s been another round of takahē catching. This time we were administering vaccination boosters 

against the soil borne erysipelas bacteria which had unfortunately led to the death of takahē, ‘Paua’.  

A good chance to check up on the health of our birds which all seem to be in good condition.  

(see photos on page 4) 

 

I enjoyed the first public Planting Day of the season this Queen’s Birthday weekend. It’s always such a  

genuine pleasure to see so many keen folk come together for a good cause. The camaraderie and team 

work that flows organically is a lovely corollary to all the social ills we get bombarded with by media. 

Hopefully we’ll see many of you on the hill at our July and August plantings. 
 

Matt Maitland 

 

I can be contacted at matt.maitland@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz or 09 427 3270 

mailto:matt.maitland@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
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Out and about in the Park 

Although the hope that there might be coffee  

for sale in the Information Trailer did draw in the  

public, a sign was made to avoid any  

disappointment or confusion. 

Above, Alison Stanes with the new sign.  

More signage to avoid confusion and help get the  

message across.  Above, the new sign just inside the  

main entrance to the Park was installed by volunteers on  

the April Work Day. 

Our resident takahē need regular health checks  

which include a vaccination.  

Susan Gibbings and Karyn Hoksbergen  

helped Ranger Matt Maitland  

with this tricky procedure. 

From left, Liz, Sally, Janet, Fiona and Jackie with 

their huge pile of weeds at the Bird Hide,  

on the April Work Day. 

Below, a group of volunteers warm up after monitoring 

kiwi calls in the Park.   
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Kiwi Call Count 2019 

 

Each year during a new moon cycle near the beginning of June, Northland brown kiwi are monitored  

using a set regime. We monitor their calls over four nights using the same six sites in the Park. Each site has 

two monitors who listen for two hours and record calls with the time, compass bearing, estimated  

distance and whether the call is of a male or female kiwi.  

 

This ‘citizen science’ monitoring was started nationally in 2009, but at Tāwharanui since 2011. This year is 

the first one that we managed to get all four sessions done without having to use back-up dates.  

Because it’s cold being in the same place for two hours, sessions are cancelled if rain or wind is forecast. 

 

TOSSI members are usually keen to try out the monitoring and often come back year after year.  

39 people took part this year and it’s a good way to meet other TOSSI members. 

 

Results over the years show a steady increase of kiwi on the Park. While we’re interested to see the  

varying calls per hour per site, it’s an average of calls over the whole park that is of interest to the Central 

Data Gatherer. Data has improved from 2.89 calls per hour in 2012 to a rate of 7.37 calls per hour in 2018. 

This year the average dropped to 6.08 average calls per hour. It is thought that the success of seabirds at 

Marine Triangle has pushed the kiwi resident in that area back into the Park, so their calls are being heard 

less in that location. An indication of the differences around the park can be seen when comparing the 

Marine Triangle site (0.88 calls per hour) with the South Water Tanks site (11.62 calls per hour). 

 

Highlights of monitoring this year include:  

 Lots of ōi (grey-faced petrels) coming in to land, some up-close-and-personal (dive-bombing onto 

a monitor’s head!) making up for the few kiwi calls at the end of the peninsula. 

 Sightings of kiwi on walks back from a monitoring site: 13 on one walk; 7 in a different area on  

           another night. 

 Plenty of rum in the cake icing to go with hot drinks and (tall?) stories after the monitoring session! 

 

Sally Richardson 

Above left, a Northland brown kiwi spotted during one of the monitoring sessions.  And right, one of  

the many ōi seen and heard at Marine Triangle. 

 

    Photos: Christopher Harrison 
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First Planting Day 2019. Fulton Hogan staff help set out the plants. 

Job done! 
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Planting Day 

Planting Day always begins with a briefing on health and safety, correct planting technique and cleaning boots to  

prevent the spread of kauri dieback disease. Above left, Roger Grove, briefs volunteer planters.  

Above right and below, an army of planters were scattered across the rugged, steep, slippery slopes of Slip Gully. 

Keeping planters well hydrated and nourished is very important. Left, Ranger Matt Maitland was 

‘water boy’ and right, Kim Grove was the ‘banana lady’. 



Nursery Report 

Autumn for the Nursery is a transition time between the last of the potting-up in PB3s and the first of the tree 

planting for 2019. A very dry Autumn meant we couldn't plant out many trees because the ground was so 

hard but we did find a few damp spots. Some kahikatea were planted in Cactus gully.  87 nikau were 

planted and caged in the Mangatawhiri wetland by some Mahurangi College students and some  

students from Alabama University, in the middle of May. Since we couldn't plant more trees, time has been 

spent removing cages, seed collecting and weeding in Haytor’s wetland where we will do in-fill planting 

when there has been sufficient rain. 

The Nursery team have again produced 15,000 plants for this year’s planting season. 

Before he left for a three-month overseas cruise, Ray Blackburn took us around the Park showing us  

potential planting sites for this winter. 

I have been involved in an interesting small Nursery project: the reintroduction of the endemic Hibiscus 

richardsonii. This small 50cm high annual plant has pale yellow petals with bright orange centers. It is  

naturally found in coastal habitats such as within ōi (petrel) colonies. They seem to thrive alongside nesting 

sea birds, with disturbed soil and being well fertilized. Apparently they also grow well on slips. We have 

been raising these plants for several years and in May, with the valuable assistance of James Ross,  

I planted 36 Hibiscus plants in three separate plots of 12 amongst the ōi nesting burrows at Ngaio Bay. 

Each plot is two metres by one metre. One is unprotected, the second has a rabbit-proof fence and the 

third is covered in mouse-proof netting. We are trying to find out whether the next season’s seedlings can 

survive in any or all of these settings. (photo on page 9) 

Susan Gibbings 
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A Perfect Picnic 
 

A retired local citizen Barrie Ferguson, has kindly donated funds to have a solar panel and recorded bird 

song installed on TOSSI’s Information Trailer. In return, Alison Stanes and Heather Smith hosted a picnic at the 

Sanctuary. We drove him in the mule (vehicle) to the Ecology Trial where we walked in fifty metres and sat 

him on a folding chair. The birds performed on cue with birdsong something similar to what Captain Cook 

must have heard. Korimako (bellbird) and tui  were on full volume. They were fluttering right by us as though 

we might have been sitting in an aviary. Kereru and kaka added to the celebration. When we returned to 

the mule there were three takahē milling around it. Barrie was delighted and so were we! 

At Anchor Bay Sharon Kast joined us for lunch. We set up the picnic table and tablecloth, knowing Barrie 

had been a florist for the Rockefellers in New York and always excelled in presentation. We sipped mango 

nectar, then ate bacon and egg pie, as Barrie had requested, accompanied by a salad followed by fruit, 

chocolate and a Pound Cake made by Sharon. Midweek the Park was quiet, the sky was clear blue and 

we rejoiced in the warm sun, exactly where we had watched thousands of picnickers as we worked on the 

Information Trailer throughout the summer. It was our turn to relax and indulge with Barrie who also was very 

happy with the day. (photo on page 9) 

On the way home Barrie suggested that to obtain sponsors who might give a substantial donation we 

should provide  a visit to the park and picnic lunch! So if you feel so inclined with a generous donation 

please let us know and we will see what we can organise. However we can’t always guarantee birdcalls 

and takahē on cue! 

 

Alison Stanes  
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A Perfect Picnic 

From left, Heather Smith, Sharon Kast, Barrie Ferguson and Alison Stanes picnicking at Anchor Bay. 

Left, Nursery volunteers clear weeds from Haytor’s Bush in  

preparation for back fill planting. 

Above, trays of plants ready to go out for the  

2019 Planting Days. 

Left, the newly planted and protected  

Hibiscus richardsonii near the ōi nesting boxes 

and loudspeaker used to broadcast the  

recorded call of the ōi.  

Right, students from Mahurangi College and  

Alabama University, USA, visited the Park to do 

some planting and learn about New Zealand’s 

unique birds at the Information Trailer. 
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NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS WELCOME 

If you would like to write a brief article about any activities you’ve been involved in, or an experience 

you’ve enjoyed in the Park which you’d like to share, please email it to me: editor@tossi.org.nz 

And if you have any good photos of interest, please supply a brief caption and email them to me. 

 

Marguerite Vanderkolk  

Editor.  

TOSSI on Facebook 
  

TOSSI is on Facebook. You can find us by searching ‘Tāwharanui  Open Sanctuary Society Incorporated’ 

or using the URL https://www.facebook.com/TOSSI.NZ/ 

Please feel free to post photos and other updates that you feel followers will be interested in.   

Follow the page to get notifications of upcoming events. 

Join the Fence Team 
  

We are calling for Predator Fence Checkers. 

 

You would be joining a team of 20 others who work in pairs, one each side of the fence, taking a turn 

every 10 weeks and choosing a day in the week as rostered, starting from Wednesday through to the 

following Wednesday. You will be introduced to the procedure of recording your time in the Park, the 

gear you take on your check and recording your observations. You will then be walking approximately 

three kilometres over a three hour period, checking the fence which includes the buried skirt, cap and 

netting; checking that culverts are clear; posts are erect, etc.   

  

This offers a great opportunity to enjoy Tāwharanui  Regional Park while ensuring the reintroduced  

species are protected to the best of our ability. 

  

For more information contact: 

Roster Compiler 

Richard Taylor 

021 102 1065  

rb.taylor@auckland.ac.nz 

Chatterbox sponsorship keeps the TOSSI “chatter” going... 

TOSSI is dependent on funding from various sources to cover its costs of operation as well as the work it 

carries out in the Sanctuary.  Sponsorship is an essential piece in our funding puzzle.  

For the past financial year, local business Chatterbox PR has sponsored a portion of the production cost of 

our membership newsletter, which we’re very grateful for.  

Chatterbox PR has kindly agreed to continue its sponsorship for the coming year. Business owner, Jackie 

Russell, says, “Chatterbox PR aligns well with TOSSI because both organisations are in the business of  

protecting and supporting taonga. It was a no-brainer for Chatterbox PR to contribute to the funding of 

TOSSI’s newsletter as we know the importance of sharing stories to keep an organisation’s supporters  

engaged. And, as a growing business, our relationship with TOSSI helps build our own story – proactively 

protecting the environment and encouraging others to follow our lead. It’s a win-win relationship for all.” 

If you’d like to know more about Chatterbox PR, contact Jackie at jackie@chatterboxpr.co.nz or check 

out their website: chatterboxpr.co.nz 

If you’d like to consider sponsoring TOSSI, please contact us via editor@tossi.org.nz  

mailto:editor@tossi.org.nz
https://www.facebook.com/TOSSI.NZ/


Trapline Volunteers Needed 

Trapline volunteers help maintain the network of traps and 

bait stations throughout the Park.  They serve a crucial role 

in detecting and eliminating pest predators that have 

somehow managed to get into the sanctuary.  Volunteers 

adopt a line which they usually service once a month.  You 

can do this alone or with a friend to help share the 

load.  The lines vary in length and difficulty: some are 

physically demanding, others are literally a walk in the 

Park!  Full training and advice will be provided.   

If you are interested please contact 

James Ross:  jrross801@gmail.com  

          TOSSI Committee  

  Chair       Alison Stanes           09 524 0291 

  Vice Chair   Roger Grove           09 422 3459 

  Secretary Karyn Hoksbergen   09 585 1315              

  Treasurer Kim Grove  09 422 3459 

  Committee Sally Richardson     09 425 0161 

                        Tony Enderby 09 422 6127  

    Justine Sanderson   021 654 554  

    Marguerite Vanderkolk  

                  027 528 4658  

 

   Newsletter Editor   editor@tossi.org.nz 

   Membership Secretary  Janet Poole 

          membership@tossi.org.nz 

 Email       secretary@tossi.org.nz 

   E-letter   Janet Poole              

   Website       www.TOSSI.org.nz 

   Correspondence   Chairperson or  

      Membership Secretary 

                         PO Box 112  

      Matakana 0948    

Children’s Book: Drama Queen 
 

A delightful story about a tūturiwhatu  

(NZ dotterel) that lives at Tāwharanui.  

Excellent birthday or Christmas gift.  

Cost: $20 

Contact: Alison 09 524 0291 

TOSSI monogram patches are available for sale 

with black or white surrounds, to sew on 

garments — hats, shirts, fleeces etc.   

Cost: $15 

Contact: Sally 09 425 0161 
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Application form for NEW MEMBERS 

Tāwharanui  Open Sanctuary Soc. Inc. 

 

Name(s):  _____________________________________ 

 

Address:  ______________________________________ 

 

Phone No.  ____________________________________ 

 

Email    ________________________________________ 

 

Membership fee: 

$20 single membership   $________ 

$30 Family membership   $________ 

Additional contribution (optional)   $________ 

(Donations over $5 are tax deductible) 

Total amount enclosed                             $__________ 

 

Membership as a gift to family or friends: 

A gift membership will be sent to you. 

Recipient’s name: _______________________________________ 

 

Recipient’s address: ______________________________________ 

 

Please make cheques payable to Tāwharanui Open 

Sanctuary Society Inc. and return to: 

TOSSI Membership Secretary  

PO Box 112  

Matakana 0948 

 

You can also pay by bank transfer to:                    

ANZ 06-0483-0072390-00 

The membership name should be clearly referenced if the 

payee name is different to the membership name, e.g: 

Payee        Payment details         Membership  

Bloggs, J.                  $20/$30                      Bloggs Family   

 

If making a donation with membership, please reference 

clearly. 

mailto:editor@tossi.org.nz
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Spotted Turtle-doves are now being seen at 

Tāwharanui. Their natural range is in Asia but they 

have arrived in New Zealand as an escaped 

cage bird, most likely around the 1920’s from the 

Mt Eden area. They are mainly found in well-treed 

suburbs and city parks, as well as rural areas 

around Howick, Whitford, Clevedon, Karaka and 

now Tāwharanui. 

 

 

Below, a kereru enjoys a warm sunny Autumn day 

in the Park. 

 

   Photos:  Alison Stanes 

Auckland Zoo provided this photo (above right) of one of our takahē, Nokomai, being checked by a vet  

before going into a CT scan machine in the Zoo’s veterinary clinic. This occurred back in March before 

she was transferred to the Takahē Breeding Centre at Burwood in the South Island.  

Odds and Ends 

TOSSI always appreciates feedback from the 

public, especially when people have had a 

positive experience, such as above, received 

from some overseas visitors staying at the 

campground in March.  


